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Crack is the early expression form of the concrete pavement disease. Early discovery and treatment of it can play an important role
in the maintenance of the pavement. With ongoing advancements in computer hardware technology, continual optimization of
deep learning algorithms, as compared to standard digital image processing algorithms, utilizing automation of crack detection
technology has a deep learning algorithm that is more exact. As a result of the benefits of greater robustness, the study of concrete
pavement crack picture has become popular. In view of the poor effect and weak generalization ability of traditional image
processing technology on image segmentation of concrete cracks, this paper studies the image segmentation algorithm of concrete
cracks based on convolutional neural network and designs an end-to-end segmentation model based on ResNet101. It integrates
more low-level features, which make the fracture segmentation results more refined and closer to the practical application
scenarios. Compared with other methods, the algorithm in this paper has achieved higher detection accuracy and
generalization ability.

1. Introduction

Concrete structure [1] is the basic element of constructing
urban environment, which needs to be maintained sys-
tematically. Crack [2] is a common damage form of concrete
structure, which is one of the important indexes to evaluate
the safety of concrete structure [3, 4]. For bridges [5–7],
roads [8, 9], and other engineering structures [10, 40], it is
necessary to carry out regular management and mainte-
nance; crack detection [11–14] is an important part of
management and maintenance. At present, the crack de-
tection is mainly artificial detection, which has a lot of
problems, such as in the crack detection of the bridge, the
staff need to observe the cracks on the bottom and side of the
bridge by building scaffolding, which requires a lot of
preparation work and low detection efficiency. )e safety of
staff working in high places is also difficult to be guaranteed.
)ere are blind spots in the manual detection process, and
the inspection effect is often affected by the professional
accomplishment and experience level of the detection
personnel, and the detection accuracy is low. Due to these

shortcomings of manual detection methods, a crack damage
detection method based on crack image is developed
[15–18].

)e traditional detection of crack damage is based on
pictures. In the early stage, the detection method based on
morphology is often low and its detection accuracy is often
low and is greatly affected by light and noise. In the later
stage, methods such as seed points and tensor voting are
used. Better detection accuracy however calculations are
frequently complex, and computation efficiency is low. For
crack pictures with complex backgrounds, false detections
and missed detections may occur, so it is necessary to de-
velop other concrete crack detection methods.

In recent years, with the continuous improvement of
Internet technology [19] and the support of related hard-
ware, artificial intelligence technology with deep learning
[20] as the core has developed rapidly. Convolutional neural
network is a feed-forward neural network that applies deep
learning. It has significant advantages such as high paral-
lelism, good robustness, and strong generalization ability.
Due to the characteristics of weight sharing, the
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convolutional neural network has a much smaller amount of
calculation than the BP neural network, which reduces the
burden on the computer and does not require manual
feature extraction. )ese all make it have a wide range of
applications in the field of computer vision, especially in
image classification and detection. When there are enough
samples, the classifier of the trained convolutional neural
network can accurately identify concrete damage. Nowa-
days, there are many convolutional neural network models
with more efficient training and more accurate classification
every year. )e detection of concrete cracks through con-
volutional neural networks helps to reduce the subjective
influence of people and is more efficient and economical. It
is an excellent solution to the problem of crack detection.
Following are the main innovative points of this paper:

To propose an improved fully convolutional neural
network model based on ResNet101, using ResNet101
as the backbone network for feature extraction and
then fusing the extracted features of different scales
with the up-sampling and restoring feature maps.
Because it combines shallow position information and
high-level semantic information, it makes the image
edge detail segmentation more refined.
To use the concrete crack detection method based on
deep residual neural network proposed in this paper is a
nondestructive detection technology, which has urgent
needs and extremely high application value in the field.

)e rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
shows the related work of the paper. Section 3 discusses the
methodology of the paper. )e experiments and results are
shown in Section 4. Section 5 shows the conclusion of the
paper.

2. Related Work

In recent years, convolutional neural networks have been
widely used in the field of civil engineering. For cracks and
other structural damage problems, scholars usually use
classified convolutional neural networks to locate the
damaged parts and use semantic segmentation networks to
describe the damaged parts at pixel level to achieve the
description of the damage.

Classical convolutional neural networks include AlexNet
[21] and GoogLeNet [22] which have specific requirements
on the size of the input image. When using these networks,
the image to be tested needs to be divided into small samples
of specific sizes. )e network is trained to classify these
samples, determine the position of the crack sample on the
picture to be tested, and realize the location of the crack in
the picture.

Dorafshan et al. [23] compared the detection effects of
common edge detectors and deep convolutional neural
networks on concrete cracks. In this article, six edge de-
tection methods, Roberts, Prewitt, Sobel, Laplacian of
Gaussian, Butterworth, and Gaussian, are used to detect
concrete crack images. )e final binary image produces
residual noise, and the best method can only detect cracks
with a width greater than 0.1mm. When using the deep

convolutional neural network (DCNN) AlexNet, the correct
rate of labeled samples reached 99%.)e network pair in the
migration learning mode can correctly detect 86% of the
crack samples and can detect cracks with a width greater
than 0.04mm, while the network in the fully trained mode
can also detect cracks greater than 0.08mm. In terms of time,
if the training process of the network is not considered, the
calculation time of DCNN is also shorter than the most
effective edge detection algorithm. )ese all show the su-
periority of using convolutional neural network to detect
concrete cracks.

Kim and Cho [24] used concrete pictures on the Internet
to construct a dataset, which included five categories, such as
cracks and plants. AlexNet is trained by transfer learning,
that is, the network parameters of the pretrained AlexNet are
fine-tuned by using the existing dataset of concrete images.
In the test process, two kinds of sliding windows with 50%
overlap rate were used to scan the image so that the cracks
appearing on the edge of window 1 appeared in the central
area of window 2, so as to avoid the cracks being missed due
to appearing on the edge of window, and the detection effect
was enhanced by adjusting the threshold value of classifi-
cation layer.

)e classification network locates the cracks based on the
crack samples and cannot accurately describe the shape of
the cracks. Semantic segmentation is to classify each pixel in
the image. )erefore, when the semantic segmentation
network is applied to crack detection, the precise location
and shape description of the crack can be realized at the
same time.

Ye et al. [25] used full convolutional networks (FCN) to
identify cracks in concrete bridge images at the pixel level
and compared them with the results of edge detection
methods. )e results show that the edge detection method is
greatly affected by noise, and when there is enough training
data collected from the real situation, the full convolutional
network (FCN) can eliminate a lot of noise interference, the
performance is reliable, and the position of the crack in the
image is displayed, and the ability of the path, its detection,
has stronger robustness. Du et al. [26] proposed a newmodel
based on the improvement of the original DeepLab v2 to
adapt to the particularity of crack damage detection.
Compared with the previous method, this method can
obtain very high-precision output, and a new method of
marking cracks is proposed, which is beneficial to the
measurement of crack length and width. Hoskere et al. [27]
proposed a structural damage detection method based on
multiscale pixel-level deep convolutional neural network
[28–31]. )is method utilizes two networks [32], derived
from VGG19 and ResNet45, for structural damage classi-
fication and semantic segmentation, respectively. By parallel,
the two networks can simultaneously process multiple types
of damage classification and pixel-level segmentation. Due
to the high accuracy of damage detection in the classification
network [33, 34], the segmentation network only needs to
perform semantic segmentation [35] on the images judged as
damage and does not need to identify the nondamage parts,
which reduces the probability of false detection. Hoskere
constructed a dataset of 1695 images from 250 different
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structures, including six types of damage. On this dataset,
the applicability of the method to civil infrastructure was
verified, and the damage classification was achieved at the
pixel level.

3. Methodology

Some scholars have proposed a variety of methods based on
digital image processing to detect cracks on the surface of
concrete structures, but there may bemany problems such as
uneven illumination intensity and distortion in the actual
collected images, and the traditional image processing al-
gorithms cannot solve these problems well. Due to its
powerful feature extraction ability [36], deep learning
technologies [37–39] can better overcome the interference
brought by external environmental factors, and it has better
detection accuracy compared with traditional methods.
)erefore, this paper proposes a concrete crack detection
algorithm based on deep residual neural network to achieve
pixel-level segmentation detection of concrete crack images.
Next in this section, the proposed network model for crack
segmentation and the whole training process are described
in detail.

In the maintenance of the surface of concrete structures,
cracks are one of the most common and serious diseases and
are the early features of many other diseases, as shown in
Figure 1.

3.1. Segmentation Detection Algorithm Based on Deep Re-
sidual Neural Network. At present, most of the semantic
segmentation network models based on deep learning adopt
encoder-decoder network architecture, which is the main-
stream structure of semantic segmentation network models
due to its simple structure, strong scalability, and good
segmentation effect. In this paper, the encode-decoder ar-
chitecture is still adopted, and by combining the advantages of
FCN network model and U-Net network model, an improved
full convolutional neural network (CrackNet model for short)
is proposed. CrackNet also contains the narrowing path for
collecting image features and the expanding path for locating
and restoring features. )e two are symmetrical structures
and constitute a U-shaped network. )e deeper and more
generalizable ResNet101 network is used in the CrackNet
encoder. Compared with VGG16 network, ResNet101 net-
work has fewer parameters and can extract deeper features. In
the decoder, the advanced semantic features encoded are
decoded and restored to the size of the original image by
bilinear interpolation and convolution operation. Another
important feature of CrackNet is that it splices and integrates
the features of different scales extracted in the process of
down-sampling with the feature images restored from up-
sampling, which further enhances the segmentation effect of
crack edge details. Figure 2 is the network structure diagram
of this paper.

3.2. Model Training. )e training process of our model
mainly includes the selection of parameters such as fracture
dataset annotation, loss function, optimization algorithm,

and learning rate. Finally, this experiment completed the
network model training under the Keras deep learning
framework.

3.2.1. Data Labeling and Data Augmentation.
Application scenarios of crack detection in this paper are
mainly surface structures composed of concrete such as
bridges and roads, but currently there is no standard crack
dataset specifically used for semantic segmentation. In
order to obtain enough concrete crack images to train the
model, part of crack datasets was found in some papers, and
a large number of crack images were supplemented by
manual photography. Before training the network model,
these collected crack images need to be annotated first. In
this paper, the professional semantic segmentation and
annotation software Labelme is used to annotate the crack
images. )ere is a significant difference in the target de-
tection task dataset of annotation and semantic segmen-
tation, as in the mark of target detection. You only need to
paint the rectangular box in the target and the appropriate
categories, whereas annotation and semantic segmentation
are more difficult. In particular, this slender aim requires
cracking along the margins of each point to indicate until
the contour map is complete. It forms an enclosed space.
Figure 3 shows the process of labeling crack images with
Labelme software.

For semantic segmentation tasks, a large number of
training samples is the key factor to improve the segmen-
tation effect of network models, but sometimes it is not easy
to obtain a large number of datasets. An effective way to
improve performance is to enlarge the existing data and
expand the diversity of the existing data. )is article uses
Augmentor, a very useful Python data enhancement tool, to
augment datasets. Its operation is very simple. According to
the original image and label, the program performs rotation,
stretch, zoom-in, and zoom-out of the labeled image with a
certain probability to complete the expansion of the dataset.
After augmenting the data by Augmentor library, this paper
finally obtained 3000 fracture datasets, among which 2500
data were selected as the training set, and the remaining 500
were used as the test set.

3.2.2. Loss Function. )e cross-direction loss function is one
of the most widely used loss functions in deep learning. )is
article adopts the cross-direction loss function, but it is
different from the cross-direction loss of the traditional
image classification network in that the loss function in this
paper needs to predict and evaluate each pixel and then
calculate the pixel average. If the crossover loss is greater, the
corresponding gradient will be greater and the training
speed will be faster. Since this crack image segmentation task
belongs to a two-class classification problem, the calculation
equation of the cross-function is as follows:

L � y log y′ +(1 − y)log 1 − y′( , (1)

where y is the truly marked crack value, y′ is the predicted
value of themodel,L is the cross-child loss calculated according
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to the cross-child loss function, and the overall loss of the image
is equal to the average loss value of all pixel points.

4. Experiments and Results

4.1. Experimental Setup. All the experiments in this section
were performed on a Lenovo workstation with Nvidia
GeForce GTX 1080 Ti and PyCharm installed. In this paper,
the previously produced fracture dataset is divided into 2500
training sets and 500 test sets. Since the color information is
of little significance to the concrete image and will take up
too much storage space, in order to reduce this redundant
information, this paper converts the image of three-channel
concrete cracks captured into single-channel grayscale im-
age. In order to maximize the use of computer memory

without causing memory overflow, the batch-size of this
experiment is 4, the size of the input image is 448× 448, the
loss function is the cross-saturated loss function, the opti-
mization algorithm is the gradient descent method of
driving quantity, the learning rate is 0.001, and the mo-
mentum coefficient Y is 0.9. )e number of iterations is 100
epochs.

4.2. Evaluation Method. Precision and recall are two basic
quantitative evaluation indexes in semantic segmentation.
FP represents the total number of pixels that were wrongly
judged as cracks in the background, and TP represents the
total number of pixels that were correctly extracted from the
cracks. FN represents the total number of pixels that belong
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Figure 2: Network structure of the proposed model.

Figure 1: Cracks on the concrete surface.
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to the crack area but are misjudged as the background. )e
calculation equations of fracture accuracy index P and recall
rate index R are as follows:

P �
TP

TP + FP
, (2)

R �
TP

TP + FN
. (3)

4.3. Comparative Experiments. )is paper conducts a
comparative experiment with the classic semantic seg-
mentation model FCN. Figures 4 and 5 show the visuali-
zation results of the comparative experiment.

It can be seen from Figures 4 and 5 that although the
FCN segmentation method can overcome isolated noise
points, the effect of wider crack width is acceptable, but
because of the low-level features of its fusion, some cracks
are not as detailed as others, and the noise extract is not as
effectively split. )e segmentation algorithm in this article
can still maintain a relatively stable and accurate extraction

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Figure 4: Visualization results of segmentation detection. (a) Input image. (b) Ground truth. (c) FCN-8s. (d) FCN-32s. (e) Ours.

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Figure 5: Visualization results of segmentation detection. (a) Input image. (b) Ground truth. (c) FCN-8s. (d) FCN-32s. (e) Ours.

Figure 3: Data labeling.

Table 1: Comparison results of crack segmentation algorithms.

FCN Ours
P R P R

Sample 1 0.9261 0.9366 0.9452 0.9525
Sample 2 0.9312 0.9425 0.9569 0.9655
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for different types of cracks. It can be clearly seen from
Table 1 that the algorithm in this paper is superior to the
other two methods in all indicators. In addition, Figures 6
and 7 also show the P and R curves of the algorithm in the
training process.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, an image segmentation algorithm for concrete
cracks based on convolutional neural network is studied,
and an end-to-end segmentation model based on ResNet101
is designed. In order to better train the network model,
Labelme software was used to manually annotate the col-
lected real scene fracture dataset and expand the data. )en,
Keras deep learning framework was used to train the model,
and the extracted feature map was visually displayed. Finally,
the proposed algorithm is compared with the FCN method,
and the experimental results show that the proposed

segmentation model has better performance in segmenta-
tion accuracy and generalization ability.
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